There are a growing number of small satellites that are being launched and operated to accomplish novel science and technology missions. Scientists and mission operators are seeking to download large quantities of data from these small satellites, however they are resource-constrained and communicate to capacity-constrained ground networks. Motivated by the need for intelligent operational schedules for these missions, in this paper we develop an optimization formulation with the objective to maximize the data returns of a single satellite communicating to a global ground station network. We include decisions on when and how to perform satellite operations, including collecting missionspecific data by the payload and downloading data to ground stations. The formulation captures dynamic satellite states, subsystem functions, and interactions of the satellite with the external environment and ground station networks. The formulation is generic and extensible such that it is applicable to diverse mission scenarios. We apply the formulation to optimize the operations of realistic small satellite missions communicating to diverse ground networks. We demonstrate the advantages of optimizing operational schedules relative to using a conventional requirements-driven approach for operational planning. We use this formulation to perform an initial design space exploration relative to both deterministic and stochastic mission parameters.
I. Introduction
The potential for innovative small space mission architectures to accomplish novel science and technology missions is being realized worldwide [1] , and in response, there is a growing community of small satellites being designed, built, and launched [2, 3, 4] . For example in the United States, the National Science Foundation (NSF) has sponsored multiple nanosatellite missions to explore space weather phenomenon [5, 6, 7] . In addition, NASA is developing and launching a variety of satellites at their research centers and also providing launches to over thirty nanosatellites (satellites that are 1-10 kg) through their Educational Launch of Nanosatellites (ELaNa) program [8] . There is also an emerging trend towards proposing and launching constellations of globally distributed small satellites to perform distributed, in-situ remote sensing, for example the ARMADA, High-Latitude Dynamic E-Field (HiDEF) Explorer, and QB50 projects all propose to launch dozens of small satellites to accomplish novel science objectives [9, 10] .
These single and constellation small satellite missions are collecting large quantities of valuable science data, which scientists and satellite operators seek to download. However, the ability of these satellites to perform payload operations, process data, determine and control their position and attitude, recover from failures, and download payload and telemetry data to ground stations are restricted by their limited mass, size, volume, power, and funding levels [11] . In addition, the existing ground communication infrastructure for these missions is often unreliable and inefficient. Most small satellite missions have only a single or handful of low-cost and low-gain stations, which may only be available or functional a fraction of the time [12] . The growing community of highly-constrained small satellite missions seeking to downlink greater amounts of data coupled with the limitations of ground station infrastructure leads to important operational and scheduling challenges. In response to these challenges, in this paper we formulate and solve the Single-Satellite Operational Scheduling Problem (SOSP), where the objective is to schedule a satellite towards maximizing data download, taking into account realistic mission dynamics and constraints.
Next we provide a brief review of the literature in the area of satellite operational scheduling in the context of the contributions of this paper. There is a great deal of literature in the area of the Earth Observing Satellites (EOS) scheduling problem. In EOS, the goal is to take the maximum number of high-priority observations with fixed onboard spacecraft sensors during a given time interval. The EOS problem is similar to SOSP in that they both consist of scheduling a set of complex tasks involving the exchange of limited resources between an orbiting spacecraft and Earth-based targets. Additionally, data and energy are collected and consumed in both problems, constraining when and how tasks can be performed. The EOS problem is often generalized and formulated with a common problem structure, such as a knapsack problem [13, 14] , a packing problem [15] , a single-machine scheduling problem [16] , or a network flow problem [17] . Other common approaches to solve the EOS problem include constraint programming [14, 18] , greedy algorithms based on spacecraft priorities [14, 15] , dynamic programming [14, 17] , heuristic approaches [19, 20, 21] , and genetic algorithms [22, 15, 20] . Despite the similarities between EOS problem and the SOSP, there are noteworthy differences in the problem objectives, decisions, and constraints. SOSP must take into account the coupling between the decisions to perform payload operations and download. Furthermore, in SOSP, we often have to decide between multiple options when performing a function, for example which data rate to use or ground station to communicate with. Thus the satellite operational scheduling must be modeled and solved in a new way, however much of the EOS and download scheduling literature is informative in developing these models and algorithms.
Only a handful of researchers have studied the problem of scheduling spacecraft downlinks to Earth-based stations, however spacecraft energy collection, storage, and consumption are neglected in this work [20, 23, 21] . In fact, much of the theoretical literature towards designing, optimizing, and managing satellite schedules uses simplified models and fails to include logical constraints, on-board data storage, communication systems, and energy management systems [14, 17, 15] . Many models for scheduling optimization of satellite operations, such as the EOS problem, assume there are no precedence or logistical constraints [15, 19] . Existing modeling approaches often neglect key elements required for end-to-end space system modeling. These simplifying assumptions reduce model fidelity and fail to capture complex interactions between the subsystems and with the external environment. Thus, their applicability to real systems is severely limited, and in sufficient for deployment to our existing satelite systems.
In response to the limitations of existing models and optimization formulations for scheduling satellite operations in the literature, we have developed an analytical and extensible modeling framework and simulation environment in Ref. [24] . Our modeling framework enables analytic assessment of communication capacity and optimization of operational plannin with applicability to diverse and realistic missions and ground networks. Based this framework, we introduced an initial formulation for the satellite communication problem, the Single-Satellite Multiple-Ground Station Scheduling Problem (SMSP) in Ref. [25] . This formulation only includes download decisions, neglecting other operational decisions that may constrain the ability of the spacecraft to download. Thus, a generalization of this formulation is necessary to capture a broader set of satellite operational decisions, subsystems, and states.
In this current paper, we formulate and solve the Single-Satellite Operational Scheduling Optimization Problem (SOSP). SOSP is a generalization and extension of SMSP based on our foundational modeling framework [25, 24] . SOSP provides a general template for scheduling any type and number of operational decisions, thus capturing the coupling between all operational decisions, for example those related to payload and download. The objective is to maximize data downloaded and realistic space mission, and captures logistical and storage constraints neglected in much of the literature. We apply the scheduling formulation to optimize diverse mission architectures and demonstrate the advantages of including the operational decisions for intelligent use of highly-constrained resources on-board small satellites. Next, we exploit the ease of solving SOSPs with linear programming techniques to perform a preliminary design space exploration for representative missions. We investigate the sensitivity of the download performance relative to deterministic input parameters such as power generation, battery capacity, ground station network size, and data rate. Next, motivated by the uncertainty of operating this class of mission, we investigate the robustness of download performance relative to stochastic data download efficiencies. For this stochastic analysis, we use historic download efficiency data from a representative small satellite mission and ground networks using various strategies for modeling download efficiency.
II. Optimization Problem

A. Problem Description
The objective of SOSP is to maximize the amount of data collected from a single satellite and downloaded to a network of geographically and functionally diverse ground stations. The decisions include when and how to perform mission operations. Our formulation provides templates for any operational decisions. In our implementation of the formulation we focus on two types of decisions: payload functions, which generally consists of acquiring data, and download functions, which generally involves communicating data to ground stations. Opportunities for payload and download functions and exist according to spatial or temporal constraints. As the satellite orbits the Earth, targets of interest and ground stations come in and out of view, providing these opportunities, see Fig. 1a for a schematic. Opportunities for solar power collection depend on when the satellite is in the sun or in eclipse. These opportunities can be estimated a priori since we have good knowledge of the satellites' orbital position.
Functionally, the satellite consists of the subsystems that keep it operating nominally and one or multiple payloads, which accomplish the scientific, observational, or engineering mission goals. Satellite states include position, attitude, on-board stored energy, data, temperatures, and their time-dependent derivatives. The subsystems have functions that operate on the satellite states. An example function is downloading on-board data to a ground station. Each function has a set of available functional options. The set of available transmit data rates are example download options. Satellite commodities, c ∈ C, are satellite states necessary to support the problem objectives and constraints. Example commodities include the amount of on-board stored energy and data and the satellite temperature states. Commodities are collected from the environment, exchanged by the subsystems towards satisfying mission requirements and achieving mission objectives, and may be able to be stored on-board in finite buffers for future use.
There are two challenging characteristics of the satellite scheduling problem. First, the realistic satellite communication problem is continuous in time because the orbit and attitude dynamics, and thus the energy and data acquisition and consumption, are continuous. Second, there is a discontinuity in the problem dynamics caused by the upper bound on the allowable amount of stored commodities, which results in a difficult non-linear optimization problem.
To overcome these challenges, we discretize the problem into a finite set of intervals I that span the planning horizon, duration of time we want to schedule, to approximate the continuous-time dynamics. By definition, within an interval the set of functions and options for performing those functions remains constant. For example, the ground stations in view of the satellite remain constant during an interval. Whenever a target of interest or ground station comes in or out of view of the spacecraft, or the satellite goes into or out of eclipse (we assume this occurs at a discrete point in time), a new interval starts. Every interval i ∈ I has a start time, t i , and an end time, t i+1 . The end of one interval coincides with the start of the next interval and the duration of every interval is ∆t i = t i+1 − t i . Intervals with at least one ground station in view of the spacecraft are download opportunities and those with a target of interest in view are data collection opportunities. See Figure 1a for an example showing the ground stations in view of the satellite and 1b showing an example of how the intervals are defined.
The challenge of a discontinuous upper capacity constraint is managed by imposing a commodity storage constraint at the start and end of each interval. This is an Under-Constrained (UC) approach to the formulation, based on the SMSP formulation developed in Ref. [25] . The formulation does not prevent constraint violations that may occur at any intermediate times throughout the interval. We have shown that when the commodity dynamics are linear throughout an interval, such as when energy and data are collected at a constant rate, the UC formulation guarantees optimality, and thus feasibility, of the solution to SMSPs [25] . This result is applicable to the SOSP formulation because of the underlying similarity in the problem structure and linearity of the dynamics. 
B. Problem Formulation
We introduce and define necessary problem sets, parameters, variables used in the analytic problem formulation.
Sets and Subsets
• I is the set of intervals over the planning horizon
• F is the set of all satellite functions that have operational decisions
• Fi ⊆ F is the subset of functions with opportunities to operate during interval i, ∀i ∈ I
• C is the set of all commodities
• C f ⊆ C is the subset of commodities operated on by function f , ∀f ∈ F
• O f is the set of download options for function f , ∀f ∈ F
• O if ⊆ O is the subset of download options available during interval i using function f , ∀i ∈ I, ∀f ∈ F
Parameters
• ti is the start time of interval i, measured in seconds, ∀i ∈ I
• ti+1 is the end time of interval i, which coincides with the start of interval i + 1, measured in seconds, ∀i ∈ I
• ∆ti is the duration of time interval i (∆ti = ti+1 − ti), measured in seconds, ∀i ∈ I
• zc,min and zc,max are the minimum and maximum storage capacity of commodity c, measured in units of commodity c, ∀c ∈ C
• zc,start is the amount of commodity c stored on-board the satellite at the beginning of the planning horizon, measured in units of that commodity, ∀c ∈ C • δ + ic ≥ 0 is the amount of commodity c acquired nominally (independent of operational decisions) during interval i, measured in units of that commodity, ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ C • δ − ic ≥ 0 is the amount of commodity c consumed nominally (independent of operational decisions) during interval i, measured in units of that commodity, ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ C
• G if co is the maximum allowable transfer of commodity c due to function f using option o during interval i in units of that commodity,
• φ if co is the linear rate of change of commodity c due to function f using option o during interval i in units of that commodity per second ∀i
is the binary variable representing the decision to perform function f using option o during interval i (unity represents the decision to perform the operation while zero represents the decision not to), and it is unitless, ∀i
• q if co ∈ R is the amount of commodity c transferred (acquired or consumed) by function f using option o during interval i, in units of that commodity,
• zic ∈ R + is the amount of commodity c stored on-board the satellite at the beginning of interval i, measured in units of that commodity, ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ C
• hic ∈ R + is the amount of excess commodity c spilled during the interval i, measured in units of that commodity, ∀i ∈ I, c ∈ C
The objective of the optimization problem is to maximize the amount of data downloaded, identified by commodity c * , from the satellite to the ground station network over the planning horizon, expressed mathematically as the sum of the download overall the intervals, i ∈ I in Eq. 1. The optimization problem is subject to Constraints 2-8.
Constraint 2 enforces that during every interval i, each function f can only operate using a single option o from the set of options available for that function during that interval, O if . Constraints 3-5 enforce the storage and dynamics for the set of commodities, C, for each interval i ∈ I. Constraint 3 initializes the quantity of stored commodity c stored onboard the satellite at the start of the planning horizon (i = 0) and Constraint 4 enforces that the amount of commodity c never violates the upper and lower bounds storage constraints. Constraint 5 updates the amount of stored commodity c on-board the satellite at every interval i based on nominal dynamics and the executed functions. The amount of commodity c stored on-board the satellite at interval z i+1,c is equal to the amount stored at the previous interval, z ic , plus any commodity c acquired and consumed throughout the interval due to nominal dynamics (independent of subsystem functions), δ + ic − δ − ic , plus any change in the commodity c due to subsystem functions (which may be positive or negative), minus any spillage of the commodity. Spillage of a commodity occurs to prevent overfilling a storage buffer,i.e. to prevent violating Constraint 4. Constraint 6 enforces that the amount of commodity c transferred during interval i by function f and option o is less than the maximum allowable transfer based on these conditions, G if co (x if o , ∆t i ). In the case that commodity c is transferred at a constant rate, Constraint 6 is linear and is expressed:
When Constraint 6 is linear and Eq. 9 is true, the complete optimization formulation in Eq. 1-8 is linear.
In this paper, we consider two optimization problems using the foundational formulation in Eqs. 1-8 to compare the existing SMSP formulation from the literature with the generalization of the formulation presented in this paper.
Optimal Download with Download Decisions (DL):
In this formulation, the decision variables are only related to data download operations. This formulation is based on SMSP from Ref. [25] .
Optimal Download with Operational Decisions (OPS):
In this formulation, the decision variables are related to data downloads and payload operations such that the coupling of the operational decisions are considered.
C. Implementing and Solving SOSP
Implementation of the SOSP formulation requires the user to decide on an appropriate interval duration, which depends on the specific problem and available computational resources. Using very small intervals would enable the formulation to approach an accurate representation of the continuous-time dynamics, however it would result in the problem becoming computationally intractable, because as ∆t i approaches zero, the number of intervals approaches infinity. Therefore, we consider ∆t i ≥ 1 minute, ∀i ∈ I in our examples as this is typically the smallest interval of time over which operational decisions related to the payload or communication system are practical. For most satellite operational problems, it is reasonable to assume the dynamics are linear because the commodities we model (e.g. energy and data) are generally collected and consumed at constant rates throughout the 1 minute interval duration described above. Thus, we can exploit the problem structure and use linear programming techniques, as discussed in Section I.A. Linear programming involves solving the problem of minimizing a linear cost function subject to linear equality and inequality constraints. This approach is advantageous because it guarantees finding an optimal, and therefore feasible, solution if one exists for a given problem. Another advantage of using a linear formulation is that there are many commercially available optimization solvers which can be used to solve the problem in a computationally tractable and theoretically satisfactory way, such as CPLEX [26] .
Our computations are performed on an Intel Core i7 2.8 GHz processor with 8 GB of memory using the IBM ILOG Optimization Studio (CPLEX) 12.1 Matlab API software package [26] . All test cases solve in under ten minutes. The computational issues of this problem is outside the scope of this paper, please see Ref. [25] for a more extensive discussion on the computational tractability of SMSP.
III. Data Sets and Optimized Mission Results
To demonstrate applicability of the formulation to realistic problems, Section III.A introduces the realistic satellite and ground station data sets and Section III.B shows optimization results for representative mission scenarios.
A. Satellite and Ground Station Data Sets
To obtain realistic data sets, we have deployed two surveys, one focusing on existing and upcoming small satellite missions and the other focusing on the ground stations supporting these satellites. These types of data sets are critical to verify our models and tools for realistic applications. Furthermore, optimizing realistic data sets provides insights about the performance potential and constraints of existing and future missions.
The Satellite Survey [27] is a database of operational information about past and future small satellite missions. Representative satellites and their operational parameters, extracted from the survey, are provided in Table 1 . The Ground Station Survey is a database of information on existing ground stations, including their locations and capabilities [28] . The ground station networks used to support small satellites are independently owned and operated and not centrally controlled. In our analysis we assume the satellites may only communicate to ground stations when the elevation angle from the horizon to the satellite location exceeds 30
• , which is reasonable for most ground stations from our experience with the RAX-2 mission and efficiency data. We consider three classes of networks:
• True Ground Network (TGN): ground stations that are intended to support each mission, see Table 1 .
• Large Ground Network (LGN): unique collection of 14 ground stations that are intended to support all the missions in Table 1 .
• Very Large Ground Network (VLGN): collection of 30 globally distributed ground stations from the Ground Station Survey [28] . Figure 2 compares the minimum download requirements to the results for the optimized schedules for representative satellites missions communicating to two ground station networks from see Section III.A. Results for the DL and OPS formulations are compared. The CADRE, DICE, and FIREBIRD missions are infeasible when the DL formulation is used (this is why they do not have the second bar representing the DL solution). This indicates that these missions can not support performing payload mission operations at every opportunity and must make payload operational decisions considering the full mission and upcoming events. For example, by performing energy-consuming operations earlier in the mission, the satellite may not be able to survive eclipse, when there is no opportunity for solar power collection. The ability of the optimized schedules to satisfy minimum download requirements can be assessed by comparison to the first bar for each mission in Figure 2 . The RAX-2, CADRE, CSSWE, KySat, RAMPART, and E1P missions exceed the minimum download requirement using both the DL and OPS formulations while the NPS-SCAT, FIREBIRD, and MCubed missions are not able to achieve the minimum download requirement using either formulation. Many of the missions show a significant increase in download potential when communicating to the Very Large Ground Network (VLGN), relative to when communicating to their True Ground Networks (TGN), see Figures 2a-2b to compare the networks. The NPS-SCAT and MCubed missions do not satisfy minimum download requirements when communicating to their TGNs, however exceed their requirements when communicating to the VLGN. This analysis is useful for satellite designers and operators to realize the download potential when communicating to diverse networks, and may motivate the need to modify the vehicle, ground network, or operational parameters. The fraction of time the payload and download opportunities that are utilized and the buffer constraints are active can be extracted from the optimized schedules, and can provide insight into what factors limit the download potential. Section IV provides more insight to how the feasibility and download potential of these missions varies with problem parameters. Table 1 for a one day mission scenario assuming perfect download efficiencies (η = 1). Data downloads are shown on a log scale.
B. Mission Requirements Compared to Optimal Solutions
IV. Design Space Exploration
Beyond enabling the optimization of satellite mission schedules, as seen in Section III, the optimization formulation from Section II also enables exploration of the satellite vehicle and operational design space. For small representative examples, SOSP solves very quickly using linear programming techniques (see Ref. [25] ), enabling the rapid optimization and assessment of satellite scheduling problems with variable input parameters. This enables the satellite designers and operators to gain insight into the sensitivity of the solutions to input parameters. Sections IV.A and IV.B investigate the sensitivity of the optimized schedule downloads relative to deterministic and stochastic problem parameters, respectively. Using optimized schedules to perform design space trades in early design stages enables making informed and accurate spacecraft component sizing and logistical decisions. This is advantageous since design decisions can have great impact on later design and operational constraints and thus mission performance. In this section, the OPS formulation from Section II is used to solve for optimal solutions.
A. Sensitivity to Deterministic Problem Parameters
Next we investigate the sensitivity of optimized solutions for satellite schedules relative to deterministic vehicle and operational parameters. The parameters are deterministic because they have a known, constant, and quantifiable impact on the objective, which is the quantity of downloaded data. This is useful for identifying the relationship between mission parameters and the active constraints limiting the feasibility and download potential of the missions. Throughout this section we assume the download efficiency is perfect (η = 1). Sensitivity to stochastic download efficiency is investigated in Section IV.B.
Power Generation and Battery Storage
During spacecraft design, sizing the solar cell array and battery is challenging. This is because the energy state is dynamic and constrained by the coupling of the solar cell array and battery decisions, and difficult to model prior to making operational decisions. The optimization formulation presented in this paper enables the rapid optimization and analysis of how these two factors impact download performance, and can help make informed design decisions in the presence of minimum download requirements and constraints on spacecraft volume, mass, or cost. Figure 3 shows the optimal download solutions for two representative missions from Table 1 with variable power generation and battery storage values. The combined effect of variation in battery depth of discharge (along the x axis) and collected power from the solar cells (along the y axis) demonstrates the coupling between these two parameters in constraining the energy available to support spacecraft operations. For example, higher power collection results in more available energy, but battery storage capacity may limit the amount of energy that can be stored for future use.
For both the CSSWE and DICE missions, the download performance is nearly independent of battery depth of discharge when the depth of discharge is sufficiently high, and for high values scales linearly with collected power. For lower depths of discharge there's a nonlinear trend in the download potential related to the trade-off between energy storage capacity and power collection. The same amount of data can be downloaded with less power and a greater depth of discharge as a case with higher power and a lower depth of discharge. For example, CSSWE mission in Figure 3a , see the curved line labelled 5.5 (representing data downloaded in MBytes/day) that curves dramatically for low battery depths of discharge.
The other satellite missions from Table 1 were not as sensitive to variability in power generation and battery storage. In most cases, once sufficient power is collected and there is a sufficient battery capacity, the solution was feasible, the same quantity of downloaded data was achieved, independent of these parameters. 
Download Data Rate
Most of the surveyed small satellite missions use relatively low-and constant-rate communication. This is due to the lack of existing higher-and variable-rate radios that are flight-ready or have flight heritage, and the lack of ground station infrastructure to support higher rate communication. However, emerging radio technology and ground station capabilities are enabling the future generation of spacecraft to use higher and variable-rate radios, thus we investigate the impact of variable data rates. Figure 4 shows how the download potential scales with data rate for representative missions from the small satellite community from Table 1 . We assume the power to download scales proportionally to changes in the download rate, which is a reasonable approximation for small satellite radios. Results are shown for each satellite mission communicating to its true ground network (TGN), from Table 1 , and to the large ground network (LGN) described in Section III.A. These results help to identify if the nominal data rate (dotted vertical line) achieves the required download (solid horizontal line), and how variations in data rate impact download potential. The advantages of increasing the data rate can be extracted from these figures. For example, the data downloaded for the RAX-2 mission scales linearly with data rate for data rates less than 1 Mbit/sec. When the data downloaded versus data rate curve plateaus, there are reducing returns for increasing the data rate, as seen for the RAX-2, CSSWE, and FIREBIRD missions. This occurs since these missions encounter an active constraint, such as limited availability to ground stations or energy limitations, which prevent an increase in download with data rate.
Number of Ground Stations
Most of the recently launched and upcoming small spacecraft missions rely on communicating to only a single or handful of ground stations, often at the university or institution where the satellite was built. However, there are existing and emerging ground station networks that have the potential to support multiple satellite missions, such as the loosely connected network of amateur ground stations [29] , and more organized networks such as GENSO [30] . Thus we investigate the impact of growing ground station networks on download potential for representative missions. In this analysis, the 14 ground station network (LGN) described in Section III.A is used. The network grows by adding stations in a random order to represent realistic networks which grow by random addition of independently owned and operated ground stations. The download potential is computed for each network size.
The relationship between number of ground stations and quantity of downloaded data for representative missions is shown for both low (< 10 kbits/sec) and high (> 100 kbits/sec) data rate missions in Figures 5a and 5b , respectively. Although the download potential grows monotonically with additional stations, the trend is not continuous due to the random location of additional stations and availability of satellite commodities (such as energy and data) to support download. Future work will investigate how ground station location and other spacecraft constraints impact these results. The impact of larger networks on download potential is significant for satellites that are not energy-constrained, such as RAX-2, CSSWE, KySat, CADRE, and DICE. However, the impact of larger networks is not as significant for satellites that are constrained by available energy or data, which have similar download potential with a single stations as with a larger network, such as NPS-SCAT, FIREBIRD, and RAMPART.
B. Sensitivity to Stochastic Download Efficiencies
There are several sources of stochasticity in operating university-class small satellites missions due to the inherent uncertainties of low-cost, high-risk space vehicles supported by a low-cost ground network infrastructure in the challenging space environment. One of the greatest source of stochasticity for small satellite missions is download efficiency when communicating to ground stations. There are several factors that contribute to stochastic download efficiency, including unknown availability of ground stations because they are independently owned and operated, non-ideal antenna gain and orientation of the satellite relative to ground stations, hardware/ software ground station problems, and weather and external noise effects.
Statistical data based on historic data from the RAX-2 satellite communicating to seven globally distributed ground stations over approximately a one month time horizon in Figure 6 . Download efficiencies are computed for each satellite pass, the time where the satellite is continuously above the horizon. Some stations have a large fraction of passes with high efficiencies, such as Adelaide, Australia and Wellington, New Zealand, while stations such as Fairbanks, Alaska are more likely to have low efficiencies than high efficiencies. Stations such as Sanford, North Carolina and Tokyo, Japan, are simply not available for large portions of the passes.
1 Some of these ground stations have relatively Figure 4 . Sensitivity of data downloaded from optimized schedules to variations in download data rates. Optimal results are shown for each satellite communicating to its true ground network (TGN) and the large ground network (LGN) for a one day scenario. Results are shown on a log-log scale. smooth distributions, such as Ann Arbor, Michigan, and Wellington, New Zealand, while others are discontinuous, such as Sanford, North Carolina and Tokyo, Japan. The efficiency distributions highlight the great variability in efficiency characteristics of the ground stations and do not correspond to any sort of normal probability distribution. Thus, developing accurate models for the ground station efficiency is nearly impossible, however historical download efficiencies are available, which can be useful for operational planning.
We compare several strategies for modeling download efficiency in optimizing schedules in the presence of stochasticity by using historic data. The strategies are compared using the following two-step approach. First, schedules are optimized assuming a constant download efficiency is used for each station, selected according to the strategy, using the deterministic optimization formulation from Section II.B. The strategies include using the maximum efficiency ever realized for that station, the mean efficiency from historic data (η = µ), and perfect efficiency (η = 1). The first two strategies were selected as a simple approach to capturing the quality of the ground stations, such that higher-efficiency stations would be more likely to be selected for downloads than lower-efficiency stations. Once the optimal schedules are constructed, we perform a Monte Carlo analysis of the executed schedule, sampling download efficiencies randomly from the representative historic RAX-2 data. This enables us to gather statistical information about the download performance and robustness of the optimized download schedules for the strategies. Figure 7 compares results of this stochastic analysis for the representative small satellite missions communicating to the LGN from Section III.A and the three strategies described above. For each strategy, we compare the minimum required download (which is independent of the strategy), expected download of the optimal solution with the given efficiency modeling strategy, and statistics on the mean and standard deviation (shown by the error bar) of executed schedules using realistic historic data. In general, the best strategy is the mean efficiency case (η = µ) because it results in the highest performance metric (data downloaded per day), although often the other two strategies perform similarly. Furthermore, the mean efficiency case tends to have smaller or equivalent standard deviations relative to the other strategies. These standard deviations range from 10-35%, which provides bounds for the expected performance of the missions given realistic stochastic download efficiencies. These results motivate the need for improved techniques for modeling and solving scheduling problems when download efficiencies are stochastic.
V. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have developed an optimization formulation for the Single-Satellite Operational Scheduling Problem. This problem involves scheduling the operational tasks of a satellite to maximize the data collected and downloaded to a global ground station network. The formulation may be applied to problems with diverse satellite commodities (such as on-board energy and data and thermal states), subsystem functions (such as data collection by the payload and data downlink by the communication system), and mission constraints (such as satisfying buffer limitations and minimum data collection requirements). We have applied the optimization formulation to solve realistic small satellite mission scenarios and demonstrated the importance and advantages of considering the coupling between payload and download operations in satellite scheduling. By comparing the optimal results to the minimum download requirements for each mission, we've demonstrated the advantages of optimizing operational schedules relative to using a conventional requirements-driven approach for operational planning. Beyond optimizing existing satellite schedules, the optimization formulation presented in this paper enables satellite designers and operators to answer key operational and satellite design questions. For example, we've demonstrated how rapid computation of optimal solutions enables design space exploration that is useful to size batteries, and determine the impact of varying the size of the ground station network and data rates on the performance metrics. In addition, we've investigated the sensitivity of the optimized solutions to download efficiency stochasticity, a challenging characteristic of scheduling in the small satellite community. Monte Carlo experiments have enabled us to bound the expected performance for realistic mission scenarios using historic download efficiency data.
The foundational framework developed in this paper is extensible and modular to lay the ground work for several extensions. We plan to develop intelligent approaches to optimize space networks with multiple sources of stochasticity, such as energy availability, opportunistic payload collection, and download efficiencies. The problem of scheduling multiple independent or networked satellites communicating to shared ground networks subject to availability, priority, and cost constraints is an important issue to be addressed in future work. Table 1 downloading to the LGN from Section III.A for a two day planning horizon. For each strategy, we compare the minimum required download (which is independent of the strategy), expected download of the optimal solution with the given efficiency modeling strategy and statistics (mean and standard deviation, shown by the error bar) from a Monte Carlo analysis of executed schedules using realistic historic data (see Figure  6 ).
